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Abstract
The general hamiltonian formalism for time-dependent Einstein-
Yang-Mills equations is presented and then applied to the well studied
case of spherically symmetric su(2)−valued Yang-Mills elds. Here,
we focus on by far less known time dependent solutions of these equa-
tions, and especially on perturbations of Friedmann-Lemaitre homoge-
neous solutions. By analysing the hamiltonian constraints, we present
numerical evidences that the non abelian Yang-Mills elds are more
sensitive to inhomogeneity (at least in the expansion rate) than their
scalar (inflaton) and abelian (Maxwell) counterparts. Interesting con-
sequences on the process of gravitational instability are briefly outlined
here and will be developped in a forthcoming paper.
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1 Introduction
The coupled Einstein-Yang-Mills equations with SU(2) gauge group has been
extensively studied in numerous works in the past decade, from cosmological
solutions (cf. [1, 2, 3]) to static congurations (cf. [4, 6, 7, 8]).
From the cosmological point of view, we would like to emphasize the work
[1] which proposes a general ansatz for Friedmann-Lemaitre universes dom-
inated by su(2)−valued spherically symmetric Yang-Mills elds. We will
propose here a new version of their ansatz for synchronous coordinates as
a base to our model of fluctuations. These solutions rely on the null trace
of the Yang-Mills eld strength tensor as Henneaux outlined in 1982 (see
[17]). At the opposite of the Maxwell eld, the Yang-Mills elds can ll a
non trivial universe thanks to the intrinsic non linearity deriving from the
non abelian feature of the gauge group (see section 3).
To our knowledge, only Shchigolev and his collaborators [3] proposed time
dependent inhomogeneous spherically symmetric solutions of the Einstein-
Yang-Mills equations with SU(2) gauge group but their aim was essentially
to derive exact analytical solutions from very particular assumptions. Our
approach here wants to be more general by deriving a formalism for Yang-
Mills equations which is easier to handle, at least numerically, and to apply
it to the physical problem of gravitational instability.
Another large part of the work done in the recent litterature has been devoted
to the question of the regularity of static spherically symmetric solutions. In-
deed, on one hand, the Yang-Mills equations have been proved to have no
non-singular static solutions (see [4] and references therein) while, on the
other hand, both the Einstein vacuum equations and the static Einstein-
Maxwell equations1 exhibit singularities at the center of their spherically
symmetric conguration. However, the pionneering numerical work of Bart-
nik and McKinnon [4] together with the rigorous studies of Smoller et al.
[7, 8] has brought the proof of the possibility for the su(2)−Yang-Mills re-
pulsive force to prevent the formation of essential singularities in space-time.
This remarkable feature is actually purely due the intrinsic non-linearity of
non-abelian gauge theories coupled to gravity.
In this paper and its sequel [5], we will focus on dynamical solutions of the
Einstein-Yang-Mills equations, and more precisely on the evolution of density
fluctuations of these elds in an expanding Friedmann-Lemaitre background.
1The well-known Reissner-Nordstrom solution.
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This study could be a rst step in the classical modeling of the electroweak
era, while both the electromagnetic and the weak force were long ranged and
coupled to gravity. Furthermore, the growth of density fluctuations of those
primordial elds is to be related to the existence of fluctuations in the Cosmic
Microwave Background and therefore to the mechanism of galaxy formation.
One of the reasons why the time-dependent Einstein-Yang-Mills equations
were by far less considered in the litterature is obviously their non linear-
ity and the presence of several crossed derivatives. That is why we derive
in section 2 the hamiltonian formulation of the Yang-Mills equations ; the
hamiltonian formalism of Einstein equations are known as the well-known
Arnowitt−Deser−Misner (ADM) approach to general relativity [9]. The
resulting equations can be handled much more easily through, e.g. analytical
methods from dynamical systems theory or numerical methods from hydro-
dynamics. We also briefly recall the formalism for a single non interacting
scalar eld, which we call here inflaton (cf. [10]).
In section 3, we present the solutions we will perturb for the scalar, Maxwell
and su(2)-valued Yang-Mills elds in an euclidean homogeneous Friedmann-
Lemaitre universe. In section 4, we will solve the initial value problem of
our hamiltonian equations for perturbations of the expansion rate and the
elds themselves. Through numerical computation, the Yang-Mills elds are
shown to be more sensitive to inhomogeneity in the expansion rate than the
inflaton and the Maxwell vector eld. This particularity is actually due to the
non abelian features of the Yang-Mills elds, as in the case of the spherically
symmetric static solutions cited above.
2 Hamiltonian Formulations
2.1 Gravitational Fields
In this section, we will briefly recall the ADM formalism of general relativity.
Einstein eld equations derive from a variational principle on the action
S = − 1
2
Z p−gRd4x+ Z p−gLmd4x (1)
where  = 1
8G
(c = 1), g is the determinant of the 4-metric, R is the scalar
curvature, and Lm the lagrangian density for the matter elds.
In order to break the explicit covariance of these equations, one can rewrite
the four dimensional metric in the Gauss-Codazzi (3+1) decomposition of
3
space-time:
ds2 = (−N2 +NiN i)dt2 + 2Nidxidt+ gijdxidxj; (2)
where the N and Ni are the lapse and shift functions, respectively
2.













As it is well known from the famous works of Dirac and ADM , the Einstein







and then is varied w.r.t. the spatial components of the metric gij, their
conjugate momenta ij and the time components of the four dimensional
metric N = (N;Ni). The super-hamiltonian H and the super-momenta Hi











2 − ijij = −2N2p(3)gT 00 (5)








where jj denotes covariant derivative according to the 3-metric gij and T ij
are the (spatial) components of the stress-energy tensor associated to the
lagrangian density Lm The variations w.r.t. the canonical variables gij and
their conjugate momenta ij now lead to the well-known following Hamilton



























































T ij −N jN iT 00 (8)
2In the following, greek indices (µ, ν,   ) will be space-time indices, running from 0 to
3 while latin ones (i, j,   ) will only be spatial, running from 1 to 3. Furthermore, latin
bold indices (a, b,   ) will be gauge indices, running on the generators of the gauge group
G.
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where Rij and R are the Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature for the spatial
slices of space-time, respectively, and where the coma operator denotes as
usual the application of a basis vector. In the following section, we will
apply this formalism to spherically symmetric inhomogeneous space-times.
2.2 General Scalar Field
Here, we derive the hamiltonian equations for a neutral scalar eld { the






where V () is the potential3 associated to the scalar eld . First, we take




(;0 −N i;i) as its conjugate mo-
mentum. This allow us to rewrite Eq.(9) under hamiltonian form











Then, varying Eq.(10) w.r.t.  and  and assuming that the variations of

















The case of spherically symmetric space-times that will be considered in the
following appeared already in [10].
2.3 General Yang-Mills elds
The lagrangian density for Yang-Mills gauge theories is





gF a ; (13)
where F a are the covariant components of the Yang-Mills eld strength along
the generator a of the gauge group G. This tensor derives from the gauge
3The mass of the inflaton is a quadratic term in the potential V (φ).
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potentials Aaa { where the a are the generators of the Lie algebra
4 of the
of gauge group G: [a; b] = ifabcc, 8c = 1;    ; dim(G) { in the following
way5:
F c = A
c
; −Ac; + fabcAaAb  (14)
Varying the lagrangian density Eq.(13) w.r.t. the gauge potentials Aa leads
to the Yang-Mills equations in covariant form
rF c + fabcAaF b = 0; (15)
where r(:) is the covariant derivative w.r.t. the metric g 
As we said before, those equations are not convenient to handle, due to their
non linearity and their covariance which brings many crossed derivatives. In
order to provide a set of equations that could be solved (at least numerically),
we will break the explicit covariance of these equations, just as Dirac and
ADM did for the gravitational eld [9]. The (3+1) decomposition of the
























where (3)g is the determinant of the spatial 3-metric and for which we have
used the antisymmetry of the Yang-Mills eld strength tensor. Now, let the







gijF a0i −NkgijF aki

their conjugate momenta and rewrite Eq.(16) under hamiltonian form:













After a bit long calculation, one can easily get the hamiltonian equations for









A = 0 (18)
(8a = 1;    ; dim(G)). In this computation, we have integrated by parts
and then assumed that the elds variations vanish \rapidly enough" on the
4Whose structure constants will be designed by fabc
5In a non coordinate basis ds2 = gµνωµων where ωµ = Mµν dx
ν , the components of
the connexion A have to be written in a natural basis (Aaµ ! MνµAaν) in order to use the
formulas derived here.
6
edges of space-time jxxj ! 1 In order to get the evolution of the canonical













0;i − fbcaAb0Aci +NkgijgljF akl (19)
(8a = 1;    ; dim(G), 8i = 1; 2; 3) which is coherent with the denition of
the momenta used above to derive Eq.(17).

















































































N jiaA −N ijaA

;j
−N jicA fbacAbj −N ijcA fabcAbj (20)
(8a = 1;    ; dim(G), 8i = 1; 2; 3). At this stage, one can easily use Eqs.(18-
20) to derive the Yang-Mills equations for any gauge group but one have still
to introduce the symmetry of the gauge connexion A = Aaadx
 required
by the considered space-time together with the chosen gauge conditions (see
e.g. section 2.4.4).
It is also important to recall that the hamiltonian equations for the geometry
can be obtained through the usual ADM formalism presented in the section
2.1 and the components of the stress-energy tensor associated to Yang-Mills
elds.
2.4 The isotropic cases
As we are interested in cosmological solutions of the Einstein-Yang-Mills-
Maxwell-Inflaton (EYMMI) inhomogeneous system, we adopt here the as-
sumption of spatial isotropy. That is, we will consider inhomogeneous space-
times with metric :
ds2 = −N2(; t)dt2 + e2(;t)d2 + e2(;t)dΩ2; (21)
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where dΩ2 = d2+sin2 d’2 is the solid angle element. In Eq.(21), two of the
shift functions N  and N’ vanish in order to satisfy spherical symmetry
while the last N has been set to zero due to the synchronization of all
clocks spread in space at a given time (cf. [13]). In the following, we will
give the hamiltonian equations together with the associated constraints under
all these assumptions. Later, we will also complete this set by the choice of
synchronous coordinates (N = 1) all along this paper and its sequel [5].
2.4.1 Gravitational Fields


















the matter side, the most general stress-energy tensor in spherical symmetry
is the Lemaitre stress-energy tensor [14]
T  = diag(−; pr; pt; pt); (22)
where pr and pt are the radial and the tangential pressures respectively.
As the angular components H and H’ of the super-momentum vanish in
spherical symmetry, we are left with the following constraints :





8e4(−400 + 6′2 + 400)− 16e2+2 + 2 − 2
o
+16e2+ T 00 = 0; (24)
where a prime denotes a derivative w.r.t. the radial coordinate  and a dot





e−−2N( − ) (25)








16Ne2(e2 − ′2e2) +N( − 2)− 32e40N 0
o






16Ne4(00 − ′2 − 00) +N( − 2) + 16N 0e4(0 − 0)
−16N 00e4}+ 32 N e2+pt (28)
All these equations (23) to (28) are given in the case of vacuum inhomo-
geneous spherically symmetric space-time in [10] and [11].
6In this paragraph, we work in the following non coordinate basis : (∂t, ∂χ, ∂θ, 1sin θ ∂φ)
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2.4.2 Inflaton (Scalar Field)
In this section, we give the hamiltonian equations for a neutral massless
scalar eld in a spherically symmetric inhomogeneous space-time. They are







In order to couple this eld with gravity through Eqs.(23-28), we need the
stress-energy tensor of the inflaton (cf. [15])
T = ;; − 1
2
g (g
;; + 2V ()) 
With our denition of the metric Eq.(21), we have:


































− V  (34)
2.4.3 Maxwell Fields
Maxwell elds are to be considered as Yang-Mills elds for U(1) gauge group,
for which the structure constants identically vanish (abelian group). Under
spherical symmetry, the only remaining components of the gauge potential
are electric (A0) and magnetic along the radial direction (A). This simply








As usual, let us write successively the lagrangian density into hamiltonian
form, the constraint and the Hamilton equations with A as canonical vari-



















_(A) = 0 (39)
An important point to note at this stage is not only the emergence of a con-
straint Eq.(37) in the formalism, due the vector character of the eld but also
the simplicity of this equation. This fact is purely due to the abelian feature
of the vector eld (fabc = 0, see Eq.(18)). Furthermore, with vanishing shift
functions N i and only two degrees of freedom in the gauge potential (A0 and
A), we are left with a trivial propagation Eq.(39) of the electromagnetic
eld. As we will see in the next paragraph, non abelian Yang-Mills will ex-
hibit both non trivial constraints and propagation, even in such a spherically
symmetric frame without shift functions. All this will be at the origin of
their sensitivity to inhomogeneity in the expansion rate we will illustrate in
section 4.








necessary for the coupling with gravity.
2.4.4 su(2)-valued Yang-Mills Fields
The spherically symmetric gauge connexion7 A = Aaadx
 can be written
with the so-called Witten ansatz [1, 4, 16]
A = (; t)3dt+ (; t)3d+ (γ(; t)1 + (; t)2) d
+ (cot 3 + γ(; t)2 − (; t)1) sin d’ (41)
In Eq.(41), the i’s are the usual Pauli matrices that form the usual basis of
su(2), Lie algebra of the gauge group G = SU(2) : [a; b] = iabcc This
potential contains four degrees of freedom ; ; γ and  but one of them is
a pure gauge. In the appendix, we will briefly recall how this can be shown
from the covariant Yang-Mills equations. Although, in the usual lagrangian
formulation of these equations, proving this requires the writing of all the
equations, while here, one only needs to compute the momenta associated
to the independent canonical variables. From Eq.(41), these are A31 = ,
A12 = γ and A
2





















where we assume  = 
13
A = sin  and analoguous denitions for γ and 
Proceeding to the following change of variables
 = a+ _ 
 = b+  0
γ = c sin 
 = c cos ;
















( _c cos + ac sin )  (47)
Therefore, the variable  is not a dynamical degree of freedom and we can
set  = 
2




With these asumptions of spherical symmetry and gauge coordinates, we
can now write the constraints and Hamilton equations. If we put b = ,




ac2 = 0; (48)
and for Hamilton equations
_b = a0 +Ne−2b (49)
_c = Ne−c (50)







0 −Ne−b2c−Ne−2c(c2 − 1) (52)
From Eq.(48), we see that the non trivial constraint couples the geometry to
the matter. Finally, let us give the components of the stress-energy tensor








for those spherically symmetric su(2)−valued Yang-Mills elds under hamil-
tonian form:

































2 − 1)2 (55)






= −N2e−2T 10  (56)
In the next section, we will give the evolutions of the inflaton, the Maxwell
elds and these Yang-Mills elds separately in a open and spatially flat
Friedmann-Lemaitre universe.
3 Homogeneous Solutions in an Euclidean Friedmann-
Lema^tre Universe
This paper and its sequel [5] are devoted to the study of density fluctuations
growth in the very early universe, for example in a time where the bosons of
the weak interaction were massless (at about T  1015K or t  10−10sec).
During this stage, the spatial curvature of the universe can be neglected com-
paring to the density. The cosmos can be considered as globally homogeneous
and thus can be quite well described by a flat Friedmann-Lemaitre metric:
ds2 = −dt2 +R2(t) (d2 + 2dΩ2  (57)
Under this assumption, let us consider the cases of a universe dominated by
scalar, Maxwell and Yang-Mills elds, respectively.
3.1 Inflaton (Scalar Field)









which is nothing but the well-known equation8 of an inflation phase driven
by the scalar eld  (see [15]).
Let us now consider a massless non interacting scalar eld (V = 0). A rst





where _1 is an arbitrary constant denoting the value of _ when R = 1.


































ln t+ 1; (62)
where 1 is another arbitrary constant giving the value of  when t = 1.
3.2 Maxwell Fields
A simple way to get the homogeneous solution is to search for the elds














in other words  = 0 This simply reminds us that a homogeneous and
isotropic universe cannot contain a non vanishing electric charge. The cor-
responding solution is then the usual Minkowski metric in spherical coordi-
nates. Analysing the constraints Eq.(37) leads to the same conclusion.
8It can be also easily checked that Eq.(58) is the time component of the conservation
equation rµT µν = 0
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3.3 su(2)-valued Yang-Mills Fields: the Gal’tsov-Volkov
ansatz revisited
Gal’tsov and Volkov solved the problem for general FLRW universes in [1] by
noticing, as it was rst done in [17], that the conformal invariance of Yang-
Mills equations leads to a radiation dominated universe9. Here, we give the
version of their ansatz in synchronous coordinates (N = 1).
According to [1] and [17], the solutions for the geometry are those of a radi-























(k = −1) (65)
for flat, elliptic and hyperbolic universes, respectively. The constant C = R4
is a rst integral of the conservation equations rT 0 = 0 Setting (; t) =
lnR(t) + ln () (with () =  if k = 0, () = sin if k = +1 and




1 + 2 (2 − k) (66)









where  = (t) has to verify the Hamilton equations Eqs.(48-52). With the
previous ansatz, they all reduce to the following relation:
¨R2 + _RR _ + 2
(
2 − k = 0 (69)
This can also be expressed as a rst integral
R2 _2 +
(
2 − k2 = E2; (70)
















9The trace of the stress-energy tensor for Yang-Mills elds always vanishes (see also
Eqs.(53-55)).
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The careful reader will have noticed how the non abelian feature of these
Yang-Mills elds yields to a non trivial solution in the spherically symmetric
homogeneous case at the opposite of what we found for Maxwell elds in the
previous paragraph.
This ansatz Eqs.(66-70) will be perturbed in the rest of this paper and
its sequel [5] in order to study the growth of density fluctuations in a flat
Friedmann-Lemaitre universe lled with su(2)−valued Yang-Mills elds.
Remark on Sl(2;R)
The Gal’tsov-Volkov ansatz, given here in synchronous coordinates, is also
valuable for the gauge group Sl(2;R) which has the same generators as SU(2)
except that 3 has to be replaced by i3 Therefore, all the equations given
here for the ansatz as well as the hamiltonian formulation of Yang-Mills
dynamics can be directly used for the gauge groupe Sl(2;R) by replacing
(t) with i(t) (and thus a ! ia, b ! ib). In the case of Sl(2;R), the













for SU(2). Therefore, as the gauge group
Sl(2;R) is non compact, it has no physical relevance for particle physics.
Although, we give some numerical results about it in the following, mainly
for the sake of comparison with the compact group SU(2)
4 Initial Value Problems
Our idea is to perturb the homogeneous solutions presented in the previous
section with a slight departure from homogeneity in the elds components or
in the expansion rate (Hubble \constant"). In the rest of this paper, we will
be interested in characterizing the initial value problems for the inflaton,
the Maxwell and Yang-Mills elds respectively. This consists of solving the
constraints on geometry Eqs.(23-24) and, if so, the constraints on the (vector)
elds, with adequate initial conditions before integrating the rest of Hamilton
equations.
In the following, we will consider the following assumptions:
R(0) = R0 = 1 (71)
which means that we consider the problem after the singularity of the Big
Bang10,
(; 0) = 0 =  (72)
10Obviously, a change of time variables t ! t− t0 has to be performed in the formulas
of section 3 in order to be consistent with this requirement.
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i.e. we have identied the initial distances between the origin and any point
in (flat) space to the radial coordinate  It is possible to complete this set
in two ways:
 either we consider an inhomogeneous expansion rate
_0 = H(1 + h()) (73)
where H = R˙
R
is the Hubble \constant". From Eq.(26), one can ob-
tained 0 from _0 In this case, the matter elds are assumed to take
their homogeneous values (see section 3).
 or we let _0 = H and we perturb the elds. This case is a little bit
more complex than the previous one, especially for Yang-Mills elds.
Therefore, we propose to postpone its study for forthcoming work and
we will focus here on perturbations in the expansion rate.
From here, the initial value problem consists of solving the constraints to
determine the remaining degrees of freedom in both matter and geometry.
4.1 Inflaton (V = 0)
First, let us solve Eq.(23) w.r.t.  which we replace into Eq.(24) to get
0 = e2













where we have put  = 8 (G = 1).
Under the assumptions Eqs.(71-73), Eq.(74) becomes
0 = −e2













Eq.(75) can be integrated easily by using the following change of variables
y = e−2 In Figure 1, we have represented the shapes of  in the case of
a gaussian perturbation of the expansion rate for the scalar, Maxwell and
Yang-Mills elds respectively. For the rst two, the curves were obtained
through direct computation of Eqs.(75), (76) with the change of variables
just mentionned. However, for the Yang-Mills elds, we used a relaxation
method to achieve the computation more precisely. More about this will be
given in section 4.3.
The sensitivity to a perturbation in the expansion rate already look quite
dierent for the three elds, as the dierent scales in Figure 1 show us.
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In Figure 2, we draw the magnitude of the minimum of  as a function of
the magnitude  of the perturbation in a double logarithmic scale, for dif-
ferent values of the expansion rate. A saturation can be observed for high
perturbation (! 0:1). As it can be seen in Figure 2, a higher value of the
background expansion rate make worse the sensitivity of the geometry to a
perturbation by shifting the extrema of  by at least one order of magnitude.
4.2 Maxwell Fields
Let us assume Eq.(71-72) and _ = h() instead of Eq.(73) because the
homogeneous solution for spherically symmetric homogeneous Maxwell eld
is the Minkowsky metric (see section 3). Due the vector character of the
Maxwell eld { the electric (time) component does not vanish, we have to deal
with one more constraint Eq.(37) that link together geometry and matter.
Fortunately, this constraint is trivial because the gauge group is abelian and
because we assumed here homogeneous elds A0 = A = 0 The procedure















Using the algebraic program CONV ODE [19], it is possible to nd the






(2hh03 + 3h22) d
 ; (77)
where the arbitrary constant has been put to zero in order to recover a
Minkowskian spacetime when the geometry is homogeneous ( = 0).
As in the previous section, we can characterize the sensitivity of the ge-
ometry to an inhomogeneity in the expansion rate by expressing log10 (jminj)
as a function of log10  This is represented in Figure 4. The Maxwell elds
are by far less sensitive to an inhomogeneity in the expansion rate than the
inflaton and the non abelian gauge elds ; this is obvious because their ho-
mogeneous solution corresponds to the Minkowski metric.
4.3 su(2)−valued Yang-Mills Fields
Together with our usual assumptions Eqs.(71-72), let us take the value of
the gauge elds given by our modied version of Gal’tsov-Volkov ansatz
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Eqs.(66-70) with (0) = 0 and _(0) = _0 We now face three constraints to
handle Eq.(23), Eq.(24) and Eq.(48) which is the constraint associated to the
electric component of the connexion Eq.(41). We now solve Eq.(23) w.r.t.













































Let us treat now Eq.(80) by perturbation by setting b = _0
2 + f1 + 
2f2 +
O (3)  It is easy to verify that the unperturbed part is immediately veried,
while for the rst and second order we get:










− 8 _02f1 + 840f 01 = 0 (81)


































1 − 8 _02f2 + 840f 02 = 0 (82)
In principle, these equations can be integrated numerically by a shooting
method in order to approximate the true solution of Eq.(80). However, we
prefered using a relaxation method instead of this perturbation approach.




(where b is the
homogeneous density of the background, see also Eq.(70)), it is possible to
write down with [19] the following analytical behaviour for the rst order
































where H2 = 4 _0
2 In order to compare with our previous results, we should





according to Eq.(78). But we see from the expo-
nential term inside the integrals in Eq.(81) that the Yang-Mills elds are more
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sensitive to the perturbation h() in the expansion rate than the Maxwell
eld (see Eq.(77)). This fact is purely due to their non abelian character
which yields a non trivial solution in the homogeneous case.
However, one can see from Figure 1 that there are two completely dierent
regimes for the initial value problem of the Yang-Mills elds: those with van-
ishing radial component b (0 = 0, c = 1) and those with this component
(0 = 1, c 6= 1). This will lead to interesting features in the following.
In order to solve Eq.(80) numerically, we use a simple centered dierence
scheme. Let us rst discretize the interval [min; max] into the following set
of values :
i = min + (i− 1) h 8i = 1;    ; N + 1
where h = (max − min) =N is the discretization step and N is the total
number of points in the mesh. Now, as the solution b of Eq.(80) tends to
_0
2 when the perturbation vanishes, it can be either real or purely imaginary
if _0 is real or not (this will correspond to the gauge group SU(2) in case of

















C1=4 (gauge group SU(2)) and
 = =m (b())
neither (gauge group Sl(2;R). We have thus two dierent equations to solve
for the real unknown  Indeed, letting i = (i) and using central dif-














































































If we assume a perturbation vanishing rapidly enough on the edges of the
considered interval, we can complete this double set of non-linear algebraic
equations for the N unknowns i with the two following boundary condi-
tions :
1 = <e( _0)2min (86)
Nχ+1 = <e( _0)2max; (87)
if _0 is real and analoguous conditions with imaginary part if not. In order
to solve this double set of N − 2 non-linear algebraic equations, we use a
Newton-Rhapson algorithm that relaxes an initial guess { the homogeneous
solution b = _0
2 { to a suitable solution. Our convergence condition is







goes below its value for the homogeneous solution.
Before focusing on the special features of the solution of Eq.(80), we rst
examine with the relaxation method just explained the sensitivity of the
minimum of the eld  (given by Eq.(78) once Eq.(80) has been solved) to
a perturbation (see Figure 3). This gure shows a similar behaviour in the
sensitivity of the Yang-Mills elds to the inhomogeneity in the expansion
rate than Figure 2 for the scalar eld. In fact, we can push the comparison
a little bit further by representing the minimum of  as a function of the
perturbation parameter  for the three elds considered here. This is done in
Figure 4. We see that the less sensitive eld is the Maxwell one, as explained
in the previous section. Then, the Yang-Mills elds with non vanishing radial
component (0 6= 0, b 6= 0, c 6= 1) come second, before the non radial Yang-
Mills elds (0 = b = 0, c = 1) and nally the scalar eld. Furthermore, we
see that the behaviour of the non radial Yang-Mills elds tends to a scalar
behaviour for great values of the perturbation ( ! 0:1 in the graph). This
conclusion remains also valuable for dierent values of the expansion rate.
Let us now turn back to the solution of Eq.(80) with Figure 5. The right
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plot in this gure shows some solutions for dierent values of the couple
(0; _0). The left plot represents the evolution of the extrema of b with 0.
The dotted lines separate the two dierent gauge groups ruled by Eqs.(84-
85) when b (and _0) is purely real or imaginary, respectively. The articial




C1=4) can be justi-
ed by the fact that the solution of Eq.(80) depends on _0 whose derivative
w.r.t. 0 is singular there as specied by the rst integral Eq.(70) which
tights together  and its derivative at all times. However, there is no transi-
tion possible between both regimes as they come from dierent gauge groups.
By the way, as we can see in Figure 6 and 7, the observable eld  and
the density contrast  = (=b−1) seem to be quite smooth around the pivot
point _0 = 0 between both gauge groups. Therefore, it could be possible at
this stage that both gauge groups will not have a too dierent mechanism of
gravitational instability, despite of their completely dierent topology. This
question is left for future studies.
Figure 6 shows us another particularity of Eqs.(78-80): the maxima of the
eld  are surprisingly asymetric in the region of small 0 and follow two
completely dierent evolutions, as illustrated in the left plot. In Figure 7,
we see that the extrema of the density contrast are asymetric as well: while
they are of the same magnitude for small 0, this is no longer true when 0
increases. In particular, for great values of 0 the maximum density contrast
is slightly bigger than the (absolute) value of the minimum. This dierence is
strengthened for higher values of the expansion rate and background density
b Similar plots can be obtained for the (radial and tangential) pressures den-
sity contrasts. The impact of all this features on the gravitational collapse of
density fluctuations will be investigated further in the sequel of this paper [5].
Furthermore, we would like to draw attention to the sensitivity of the den-
sity contrast to the perturbation in the expansion rate and the values of the




C1=4), we observed nu-
merically that the density contrast is almost one order of magnitude greater
than the perturbation parameter  (  10−3 for   10−4). That means that
an inhomogeneity in the expansion rate yield to an inhomogeneous distribu-
tion of the Yang-Mills energy density of greater amplitude. This is due to
the fact that the Yang-Mills energy density depends both on the perturbed
elds b and  through Eq.(53). By comparison, one can easily see from
Eq.(31) and Eq.(40), that the energy density of the scalar and Maxwell eld
does not depend on the eld  (and therefore on the perturbation in the
expansion rate), under the assumptions made at the beginning of this sec-
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tion (homogeneous matter elds). This fact, strengthened by higher values
of the background density, is also expected to bring more interesting features
during the gravitational collapse of the corresponding density fluctuations.
Finally, we give in Figure 8 an idea of the precision of our relaxation method
by representing the mean absolute error associated to the solutions used to
draw Figure 5, 6 and 7.
5 Conclusion
This paper settles a set of important equations that could be of rst interest
in modelling the electroweak era, and especially the mechanism of gravita-
tional instability during it, in terms of General Relativity. Indeed, we present
here a new hamiltonian formulation of Yang-Mills equations on curved spaces
that rule gauge interactions, in order to complete the set of ADM equations
for the gravitational eld. We have also recall the hamiltonian formulation
for scalar and Maxwell eld (see [10]) which both appear in the standard
model of electroweak interaction with the well-known Higgs mechanism. In
order to go further, an isospin structure for this eld should be added as well
as a hamiltonian formulation of Dirac theory on curved space (see also [18])
to include leptons in this (classic) description that includes gravity.
Then, we applied our formulation to the case of spherically symmetric in-
homogeneous space-times before focusing on perturbation of homogeneous
solutions in a flat Friedmann-Lemaitre space-time. While the propagation of
the Hamilton equations derived in section 2 will be the object of the sequel of
the present paper [5], we show how to pose the initial value problem for the
growth of the density fluctuations. There are two dierent ways to proceed
{ one perturb either the expansion rate or the matter elds. Here, we choose
to develop the rst and let the second for forthcoming studies.
Through numerical computations, we have shown how the Yang-Mills
non abelian gauge elds exhibit more interesting features in their sensitivity
to inhomogeneity in the expansion velocity than scalar and Maxwell elds.
First, the non radial Yang-Mills elds (0 = 0) tend to behave like scalar
elds for strong perturbation. Then, the momentum associated to the radial
component of the gauge potentials exhibits two dierent regimes depending
on the compactness of the related gauge group. However, at the level of
the initial value problem treated here, the observable elds of geometry and
matter do not seem to be aected by this feature.
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Finally, the Yang-Mills energy density is more sensitive to inhomogene-
ity11 than their scalar and Maxwell counterparts because it depends on the
gauge potentials and the geometry that are both aected by the perturbation
investigated here. These facts are purely due to the non abelian character of
the Yang-Mills elds which yield to a particular type of initial value problems
in the hamiltonian formalism. Furthermore, we recall in the introduction how
Yang-Mills elds bring very interesting features to the solutions of general
relativity such as globally regular static spherically symmetric solutions (see
[4, 7]) or non trivial universes dominated by long-ranged elds (see [1]), all
due to the non linearity of the Yang-Mills non abelian vector eld. Again,
this feature bring the interesting results we showed here for the initial value
problem and are quite encouraging for the sequel of this work [5]. For exam-
ple, at the time of the writing, our preliminary numerical results concerning
the Einstein-Yang-Mills equations indicate a marked tendancy of the observ-
able elds (the components of the stress-energy tensor and the Ricci tensor)
to return to a homogeneous distribution. This fact could be linked to the
conclusions of the work [20] of J.D. BARROW and J.J. LEVIN who show
numerically that the Yang-Mills elds on axisymmetric Bianchi I tend to
render the universe isotropic after long chaotic oscillations. Proving why the
Yang-Mills elds behaves so would be of rst importance for cosmology, for
example in the problem of the homogeneity and isotropy of the cosmos.
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A Demonstration of the gauge condition
 = 0 in Lagrangian formalism
This appendix is a slightly more complete version of the demonstration
given by Gal’tsov and Volkov in [1], but here in synchronous coordinates
(N = 1). With the assumptions of section 3.3, (; t) = logR(t) and
(; t) = logR(t) + log () and the denition of the spherically symmetric
gauge connexion Eq.(41), there are four independent Yang-Mills equations












_+ _ _RR2 + 2γ0 − 2γ0 − 2γ2 − 22
−0 _RR2 = 0 (89)
_γR22 −  0γ2 + _ _RR2 + γ _RR2 − 2γ02 + 2 _γR22 − 002
+¨R22 − 2R22 + 22 + γ2 +  (2 − 1 = 0 (90)
The last equation is obtained by replacing γ by  (and vice − versa) into
Eq.(90).
As in section 2.4.4, let us proceed to the following change of variables
 = a+ _ 
 = b+  0
γ = c sin 
 = c cos ;
where a, b, c and  are all functions of the coordinates t and . This change
of variables can be seen as using polar coordinates in the (1; 2) isospin































b0 − _aR2− _RRac+ 2c0b− 2 _caR2i| {z }
(2)
= 0 (93)
− cos 2 (2) + sin (1) = 0 (94)
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As we told in section 2.4.4,  is not dynamical variable as its derivatives do
not appear in the Yang-Mills equations. We can thus set  = =2 and  = 0
Under this assumption, we are left with four independent Yang-Mills
equations while only three of them appeared in [1], the equivalent of Eq.(93)
in non synchronous coordinates was missing. It is also easy to verify that our
hamiltonian equations Eqs.(48-52) are exactly Eqs.(91-93), under appropri-
ate assumptions. Eq.(94) in hamiltonian formalism has not been reproduced
in this paper, as we do not need it necessarily to compute the remaining
three degrees of freedom a, b and c, but it can easily be obtained through



















Figure 1: Shape of the field µ for the scalar, Maxwell and Yang-Mills fields (σ0 = 0 and




in Eq.73. (κ = 8pi,  =
10−4 for the scalar and Yang-Mills fields,  = 0.03 for the Maxwell field, _σ0 =
q
2
3C − σ40 ,






















Figure 2: Magnitude of the minimum of µ (log10 (jµminj)) as a function of the magnitude
of the perturbation (log10 ) for the scalar field φ. The curves are labelled with different
values of the Hubble expansion rate (in the figure rho means the homogeneous background
density ρb so that H
2 = κ3 ρb, κ = 8pi). The perturbation is a gaussian centered at χ = 1.5























Figure 3: Magnitude of the minimum of µ (log10 (jµminj)) as a function of the magnitude
of the perturbation (log10 ) for the su(2)−valued Yang-Mills fields (with σ0 = 0, _σ0 =q
2
3C − σ40 , C = ρbR40, R0 = 1). The curves are labelled as in Figure 2 for the same




















Figure 4: Compared evolution of the magnitude of the minimum of µ (log10 (jµminj))
w.r.t. the magnitude of the gaussian perturbation for the scalar, Maxwell and
su(2)−valued Yang-Mills fields ( _σ0 =
q
2
3C − σ40 , C = ρbR40, ρb = 1.5, R0 = 1).
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Figure 5: Left plot shows the extrema of pib, solution of Eq.(80), as a function of the
parameter σ0 Right plot represents the solution pib for the values of σ0 indicated. (gaussian
perturbation centered around χ = 1.05 in an interval of [0.1, 2],  = 10−4, _σ0 =
q
2
3C − σ40 ,































Figure 6: Left plot shows the extrema of µ as a function of the parameter σ0 while the































Figure 7: Left plot shows the extrema of the density contrast δ = ρ/ρb−1 as a function
of the parameter σ0 while the right plot represents δ for the indicated values of σ0 (Same
parameters as Figure 5).
Figure 8: Mean absolute error reached on Eqs.(84) and (85) for the three previous
figures.
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